Customers expect seamless, reliable digital experiences: fast load times, frequent updates, device responsiveness, and global consistency. Meeting these expectations can be difficult when you’re working across multiple infrastructure and development platforms. Google Cloud Platform integrates with tools you already use to help you develop and deploy scalable, globally available applications and websites for breakthrough customer experiences.

Build compelling web & mobile experiences

Reliable cloud infrastructure
With GCP, you’re building on a strong, scalable cloud foundation. Compute Engine lets you scale VMs from single instances to global, load-balanced, cloud computing resources with flexible configurations and pricing options. Cloud Load Balancing handles high traffic and traffic spikes so you can scale without needing to pre-provision resources, and our end-to-end security model helps keep your applications — and your customers’ data — more secure.

Transformative tools
Google App Engine provides a fully managed platform for developers to build web and mobile apps using their preferred programming languages, runtimes, frameworks, and code libraries. For mobile app development, Firebase offers analytics, databases, messaging and crash reporting. With our open APIs, you can leverage the best of Google’s machine learning for chatbots, product recommendations, and more.

IoT and multi-cloud integration
Google Cloud also offers tailored solutions for Internet of Things (IoT) apps, including a set of fully managed and integrated services to easily and more securely connect, manage, and analyze IoT data for richer, more personalized customer experiences. And Orbitera, Google’s cloud commerce platform, makes it easier to buy, deploy, and manage software in the cloud with streamlined billing, personalized pricing, and a white-label marketplace that connects vendors, service providers, system integrators, and channel organizations.

“Being able to add new features so quickly has been a huge benefit to our service. It ultimately means we’re able to serve our customers better.”

Elliot Kroo, founder & director of engineering, Getaround
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